
 

Pig Latin Assignment 

 

Complete the program to translate the text in a given input file into Pig Latin.  It should encode English 

language file into pig Latin.  Pig Latin is a form of coded language often used for amusement.  Many 

variations exist in the methods used to form pig Latin phrases.  For consistency, use the following 

algorithm: 

For words that begin with a single consonant take the consonant off the front of the word and add 

it to the end of the word. Then add ay after the consonant. Here are some examples: 

 

cat = atcay dog = ogday simply = implysay noise = oisenay 

 

For words that began with double or multiple consonants take the group of consonants off the 

front of the word and add them to the end, adding ay at the very end of the word. Here are some 

examples: 

 

scratch = atchscray thick = ickthay flight = ightflay grime = imegray 

 

For words that begin with a vowel, just add yay at the end. For example: 

 

is = isyay apple =appleyay under = underyay octopus = octopusyay 

 

For simplicity sake we will consider y a consonant. 

 

Example Translation: 
This is a test. 

isThay isyay ayay esttay. 

 

Example Program Run: 
 File to translate to Pig Latin:  text.txt 

 The contents of text.txt has been translated and saved in text_PL.txt 

  

The only command line input from the user should be the file name to read from. 
 

Punctuation on the ends of words should remain on the ends of words.  Only ‘.’, ‘,’, ‘:’, ‘;’ and ‘?’ need to 

be accounted for. 

Read one line at a time 
from the input file.  The 

input file name  is 
specified by the user.

Parse  the line
into words

Translate each word

Translate the line

Add translate words to
 a pigLatin line variable

Write the translated line 
to the output file named 

the same as the input 
file with “_PL” 

appended.

 
 

Note:  You can assume that all lines will be 1000 characters or less. 



 

 

Rubric: 

Opens file correctly for reading 5% 2 

Opens file correctly for writing 5% 2 

Reads one line at a time 5% 2 

Uses a function to translate the line 5% 2 

Uses a function to translate each word 5% 2 

Translates each word correctly 50% 20 

Builds Pig Latin phrase from translated words 5% 2 

Accounts for punctuation. 5% 4 

Writes one line at a time to file 5% 2 

Closes output file 5% 1 

Closes input file 5% 1 

 


